Do You Believe In Magic?
...Well you are certain to be a
believer after watching and
participating in The Pure Magic Of
Dal Sanders. His shows are a
breathtaking blend of
extraordinary magic, live animals,
gorgeous assistants, unbelievable
illusions hilarious comedy and
most of all fun all set to a fabulous
musical score.

Dal Sanders is Real…
Real Illusions…
Real Comedy…
Real Style…
Real Fun…
Real Exciting and
Real Magic.

Dal Sanders has been studying
and performing the art of magic
as a full time professional for well
over thirty years and has put his
entire heart and soul into the job.
He is a well traveled entertainer
who has performed across the
United States in all 50 states and
throughout the world. Just this
past year alone he performed in
Portugal, China, Mexico and
Brazil.
He has performed in hundreds of
television commercials, films and
TV shows including the hit series
Dallas.
In addition to headlining his own
shows, Dal Sanders has shared
the stage with Bill Cosby, The
Beach Boys, Trace Adkins, Toto,
Styx, Huey Lewis and the News,
The Dixie Chicks, Gary Lewis and
The Playboys, Spyro Gyra, The
Grassroots, Foghat, Gabe Kaplan,
Kenny Rogers and Gladys Knight.

Dal Sanders offers a wide
variety of magical choices for
your next magical event. He
can perform close up with
cards and coins or large
illusions on stage. He is as
well versed in comedy magic
as he is in serious dramatic
presentations. Whether your
event is for 10 people or
10,000 Dal Sanders has the
right show for you.
Dal Sanders’ Close Up
It’s magic that is performed so
close you can actually touch it.
This kind of performance is great
for conventions and trade shows
to attract attention. It is perfect for
cocktail parties, restaurants, night
clubs and festival entertainment.

Dal Sanders’ Comedy Magic

Dal Sanders made comic Mitch Fatel appear
to open his 2010 Comedy Central special.
Dal Sanders offers a wide variety of magical
choices to produce your CEO or Special Guest.
From a camping tent to a large shipping crate,
from a traditional magic box to oversized dice.
He has produced beauty contestants from “The
Book of Life” and has appeared himself in a
magical neon portal. The choice is yours.

This is a 45-60 minute stand up
show that can include audience
participation, magic, comedy, live
animal productions and loads of
laughs. This show was designed
for comedy clubs and company
events.

The Pure Magic of Dal Sanders
This is a Classic Style Magical
Illusion Show that uses one, two
or even three assistants. It includes
live animals, beautiful women in
wonderful costumes and unusual
looking boxes. There are theatrical
skits, audience participation and
lots of fun. This show is perfect for
product promotions, awards
banquets, as a touring show or
any large event.

